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  Three Ways to Submit a Tip


Crime Stoppers offer three secure and anonymous options for submitting a tip:


	Online
	Telephone ( Call the Tip Line at 325-658-HELP 325-658-4357
	Mobile (Download Crime Stoppers P3 app for IOS & Android)



Calls and tips are anonymous and Crime Stoppers may pay a reward if the information you provide leads to an arrest.



As long as the published tip line telephone number or website address instructions are used, tips are passed through a software program that removes all sender information.  A tipster’s identity is never known to Crime Stoppers or any law enforcement officer/investigator. Anonymity is not Crime Stoppers’ promise, it is the law.  In Texas, a person, including a law enforcement officer, may commit a crime if the person intentionally or knowingly divulges the identity of a Crime Stoppers Tipster.  Crime Stoppers needs the information you have regarding crimes and criminals, not your name.  To further ensure a tipster’s identity is never known, Crime Stoppers pays rewards only for anonymous tips; tipsters who identify themselves are not eligible for payment. 


Tips are accepted regarding any crime or wanted person, whether publicized by Crime Stoppers or not, but in-progress crimes and emergencies should be reported to law enforcement (dial 9-1-1 for emergencies) before Crime Stoppers.


 


If you have information on a crime or wanted fugitive, call us at


(325)-658-HELP


or send us a secure tip from this website by clicking that says "Submit a TIP"


 


Or download our mobile app P3 TIPS  by clicking on the "mobile app" tab and send us your tip !


 


All callers remain anonymous!
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Subscribe to our mailing list


* indicates required


Email Address * 
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